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(R3) 18:55 CHESTER, 1m 3f 75y 

Together Commercial Finance Handicap (Class 3) (3YO plus)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (4) 151073 LUNAR JET 30 
ch g Ask - Lightning Jet

5 9 - 12 J Quinn
J Mackie

93

Jockey Colours: Grey, dark blue braces
Timeform says: Already twice a winner this season, latterly at Newmarket (10f) in May.
Dispelled couple of lesser efforts when third at Haydock (10f) in June and he's no forlorn
hope with a repeat.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

2 (1) 760537 DARK RED (IRE) 30 C 
gr g Dark Angel - Essexford

7 9 - 9b Ben Curtis
E A L Dunlop

90

Jockey Colours: Light blue and red diamonds, light blue sleeves, red cap, light blue diamond
Timeform says: Posted number of good efforts from higher marks in defeat last year and
best effort of present campaign when third on AW penultimate start. Possibly found out by
testing conditions latest.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

3 (6) 32166-4 INFRASTRUCTURE 34 
ch g Raven's Pass - Foundation Filly

4 9 - 9 Rob Hornby
M Meade

90

Jockey Colours: White, grey chevron
Timeform says: Steadily progressive last term, winning Salisbury handicap (12f) in June.
Encouraging return from 9 months off when close fourth at Newmarket (10f) last month and
he's firmly on the shortlist here.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

4 (7) 500-275 MISTIROC 22 C 
br g Rocamadour - Mistinguett

8 9 - 9v Jason Hart
J J Quinn

90

Jockey Colours: Red, black chevrons, grey sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Has fallen below last winning mark and he has run with credit on 2 of his
last 3 starts on turf/AW. Worth another crack back at this longer trip but fact his last win came
back in 2016 is a concern.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

5 (2) 713-15 MUGATOO (IRE) 28 BF 
b g Henrythenavigator - Elopa

4 9 - 8 J P Spencer
D M Simcock

89

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white horseshoe, black and white checked sleeves, checked cap
Timeform says: Upped his game when winning with plenty in hand on handicap debut at
Doncaster (14.5f, good to firm) in May. Proved disappointing at Goodwood (14f) since but it
does remain early days at least.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

6 (5) 066631 GOSSIP COLUMN (IRE) 13 C 
b g Arcano - Monicalew

4 9 - 5 R Kingscote
Ian Williams

86

Jockey Colours: Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Steadily progressive for this yard last year (dual course winner) who
resumed winning ways at York (11.8f) on his most recent start. Has a sound course record to
call upon and respected again.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

7 (3) 512-825 VIVID DIAMOND (IRE) 27 
b f Cape Cross - Pretty Diamond

3 9 - 0 F Norton
M Johnston

92

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and spots on white cap
Timeform says: Maiden winner who has been pretty highly tried this term, shaping well
when second in a York handicap (10f) 2 starts back. Not disgraced at listed level last time
and claims as sole 3-y-o in line-up.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: A typically-competitive course handicap with the vote in favour of
INFRASTRUCTURE. The type to do better as a 4-y-o, he shaped with a good deal of encouragement
on his return at Newmarket in June and that ought to have put him spot on for a crack at this race. Sole
3-y-o in the field Vivid Diamond and Dark Red head the dangers.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: INFRASTRUCTURE (3) 
2: VIVID DIAMOND (7) 
3: DARK RED (2)


